
Driving from Adelaide to Broken Hill

The drive from Adelaide to Broken Hill takes around 5 to 6 hours. The road is generally flat and

straight making it a relatively easy drive. Here are a few ideas to help when travelling with children.

For those with younger children there are several playgrounds along the way. Tarlee has a large

playground area at the oval on the left just after the railway line as you are leaving the town. There

are toilets, shade and lots of room for the children to run. Mount Bryan has a playground just off the

highway, with toilets and shade (but no petrol station). At Manna Hill there is a small playground,

toilet, picnic table and small museum at the hotel (but no petrol station). There is a small playground

at the BP petrol station on the right at Yunta.

For those with children old enough to spot and count wildlife there is usually plenty to be seen along

the way. On a typical trip to Broken Hill we will spot several kangaroos, a few dozen emus, and more

than 100 goats. Perhaps you could see how many white goats you can find and talk about the pure,

spotless lamb.

Please note that the number of wildlife (in particular kangaroos) present around dawn and dusk

presents a serious hazard so it is not recommended to travel around these times.

Our family enjoy listening to audio books on long trips. We listen to Your Story Hour’s dramatized

bible stories (can be purchased as an mp3 download from yourstoryhour.org). These are suitable for

all ages. For upper primary and beyond our favourite is The Extraordinary Adventures of GA Henty

series which can be purchased as an mp3 download through Heirloomaudio.com.

There are only a few convenience stores along the way so you may find it helpful to pack a generous

supply of snacks along with water/drinks.

Burra is the largest town along the journey. It has a small supermarket, 2 petrol stations, large

playground by the river with toilets, tables and shade, and many shops to explore. You can bypass

Burra which will reduce the travel time by around 15mins.

Please note there are no petrol stations along the last 200km of the trip so be sure to fill up if you

need to at Yunta.

Broken Hill operates on SA time so despite officially being a town of NSW there is no need to change

your watches.

Enjoy the journey!


